2019 AHS Region 11 Winter Gathering
Auction and Prize Plants
Key: * denotes tetraploid genetics rather than diploid. If you don’t hybridize, ignore this. UF means Unusual Form classification.
“Double” means the blossom is a double. “Spider” means the flower has petals at least four times longer than they are wide.
Measurements are blossom diameter and scape height. Foliage types are Evergreen (EV), Semi-evergreen (Sev), and Dormant (Dor),
which does not equate with hardiness or vigor. “Re” means the daylily reblooms. Season of bloom is EE (extra early), E (early), EM
(early-mid) M (Midseason), ML (Mid late), L (late), and VL (very late). If a price is listed it is a retail price found on a quick internet
lookup. DOUBLE FANS or better except where noted.
Region 11 pays shipping. Auction winners should fill out the plant vouchers and turn them in to Carol Schultz before leaving
Winter Gathering. We will batch the vouchers by donor and send them on with the shipping money.
Final List: January 8, 2019
1.

A Man Called Paladin* (Michael Bouman, 2018) 5.5, 36, EV, M, 4 branches, 24 buds, fertile both ways. (Sleepy Hollow X Dakar)
Highly saturated black purple of thick substance, with tight ruffles, a double picotee of red and white, a ring of orange and red
above a green throat, and red extending up the midribs. S-shaped scape is well-branched. Color holds in sun. Plants are hefty!
DF $75

2.

Alan Watts* (Curt Hanson, 2017) 6, 36, Sev, ML, wide 4 to 5-way branching, very fertile both ways. (Jack Kerouac × Alien Data
Base) ALAN WATTS is an ephemeral blend of soft violet thru orchid. These blossoms display a bold silvery watermark outlined by
a deeper violet stain. Stellar garden performer. DF $100

3.

All About Mary (Kathy Krattli, 2018) DIPLOID UF, 7, 36, Dor, ML, RE, 3 branches, 16 buds. (Kathy’s Orchid Bouquet X Music
Please) Violet blooms with wine over pale peach band. Darker veining running from star-shaped yellow to green throat out
through lightly ruffled petals. Market pricing.

4.

Always Run to Sweet Melissa* (Karen Sherrill, 2017) 6, 29, EV, M, RE, 2 branches, 15 buds, fertile. Fire coral with strawberry
halo and radiating veining, very frilly, tight ruffling on petals with a yellow picotee, and yellow edging on sepals, chartreuse to
yellow throat. (Natchez Lace × Seize the Night) DF $100

5.

Amber Smiles (Kathy Krattli, 2019) DIPLOID 7.5, 38, Dor, EM, 3 branches, 26 buds, bud-builder, slightly fragrant. (Heavenly Hula
Dancer X Flight of Orchids) Delicate pink blooms with fluted edged petals and sepals, heavily diamond dusted, with a silvery
lavender eye above a yellow to green throat. Market pricing.

6.

An Old Fashioned Waltz* (Michael Bouman 2016) 6, 24, Dor, M, 4 branches, 23 buds. (Volver X Enchanted Forest) Melon
chiffon pink with a tangy ruffled yellow edge and a warm "citrus medley" (orange to yellow to green) throat. Wonderful plant!
$75 SILENT AUCTION

7.

Ange’s Peppermint Patty* (Paul Aucoin, 2012) 5.5, 18, Sev, EM, RE, 3 br, 20 buds, fertile both ways. Cream cherry pink with a
cherry red eye that varies in size and in some conditions covers most of the petals, leaving a wide pink edge. ((Seminole Wind x
Arabian Magic x Mister Bubbles) X Key to My Heart. Very scarce. Market Price. BAG AUCTION

8.

Background Check* (Michael Bouman, 2019) 7, 30, Dor, M, 2 branches, 14 buds, fertile both ways. ((Reach for the Sky x Nick of
Time) X (Arnold’s Daughter x Blue Desire) Medium purple with a variable ghostly cream pattern on a lavender eyezone. The
pattern may resemble a tulip in profile or something shadowy in one’s youthful past. $75

9.

Bella Bella* (Michael Bouman, 2018) 5, 28, EV, M, RE, 3 branches, 14 buds, fertile pollen, long bloom season into VL. Highly
saturated and passionate deep rose bitone of impeccable form. Usually it is in bloom for six weeks. Wonderful parent! (sdlg x
sdlg) DF $75 SILENT AUCTION

10. Bicycle Built for Blues* (Michael Bouman, 2019) 5, 36, Dor, M, 4 branches, 24 buds, fertile both ways. Vertical Horizon X Blue
Beetle. Creamy orchid pink with a startling dark blue eye outlined in magenta. The throat is a medley of citrus colors beginning
with burnt orange blending to lemon and ending with lime. There’s some dark veining and a thin double picotee of magenta
and blue. $100 DF
11. Blue Highway Someday* (Karen Sherrill, 2018) 6, 26, Sev, Mid, FR, 3 br, 15 buds. Ruffled light mauve purple with a multicolored eye of raspberry, purple, and blue; double edge of raspberry and purple with a yellow wire edge. DF $125

12. Bonibrae Big Sister* (Barry Matthie, 2019) 5.5, 25, Dor, M, 3 branches, 20 buds, fertile both ways. (Bonibrae Sharky X Barbara
Watts) Wide segments on a consistently double cream lavender pink with a dark grape purple eye and a tri-color edge with
yellow shark’s teeth. Lemon to bright green throat. B. Sharky was one of my favorite flowers, and one of my most successful,
but she lacked size and when stressed was a reluctant doubler. Bonibrae Big Sister addresses all these problems. She
consistently doubles and is a much more impressive flower, as most big sisters are! DF $300
13. Bonibrae Dracula* (Barry Matthie, 2019) 5.5, 27, Dor, M, 3-4 branches, 15 buds. (Toothy seedling X Princess Diana) Beautiful
baby pink surrounded by lemon yellow teeth. Lime green throat. DF $200
14. Bonibrae Ghost Whisperer* (Barry Matthie, 2019) 5.5, 26, Dor, M, 3 branches, fertile both ways. A very beautiful “white” pink
flower, green throat, extremely ruffled gold edge. DF $200.00
15. Boniebrae Golden Braid (Barry Batthie, 2019) DIPLOID 6, 28, Dor, Mid, 3 branches, fertile both ways. (B.Goldilocks X B. The
Freak) This beautiful heavy substance green throat is designed so it can withstand our strong western winds. Moving like a
pinwheel this brilliant gold-yellow flower can be seen dancing from across the garden. DF $200.00
16. Bonibrae Hannah* (Barry Matthie, 2019) 5.5, 36, Dor, M, 3-4 way branching, easily fertile both ways. (Bonibrae Witches and
Warlocks X Velvet Throne). This brilliant true, velvety red, is named for my granddaughter, who is a fresh breath of life.
Inquisitive, and full of energy, Hannah is a joy to watch as she develops into a wonderful human being. This clean tall red has
large white gold teeth and hooks, with a beautiful green throat. I have been breeding for a true red for twenty years and finally
all my efforts have paid off! Not to be introduced for a couple of years. The winner will be the only person other than Barry
Matthie who has it. Single Fan. $200.00
17. Bonibrae Stairway to Heaven* (Barry Matthie, 2015) 6, 28, Dor, M, FRA, 2 branches, 15 buds, fertile both ways. (Bonibrae Miss
Direction X Bonibrae Miss Direction) Stunning when you first glance at her, B. Stairway to Heaven usually has 3 to 4 arrows on
her petals and 1-2 on her sepals. She has a heavily veined burgundy-rose petal color, above a large lime-green yellow throat all
wrapped in lighter gold edging. DF $300.00
18. Bonkers* (Ken Dye, 2013) UF Crispate, 12, 38, Sev, M, 3 branches, 15 buds, fertile both ways. Megatgron X Sdlg. Bronze red
bud builder will drive you bonkers! DF $100
19. Button Bay* (Michael Bouman, 2019) 4.5, 28, Sev, EM, 3 branches, 12 buds, fertile both ways. (Precious Candy X Texas Blue
Eyes) Cream lavender with an oversize violet eye outlined magenta and a burnt orange to yellow to green throat. At 3.5” the
eye covers most of the flower’s face. $75
20. Buzzquill (Linda Michaels, 2013) DIPLOID UF Crispate, 6, 42, Dor, M, 4 branches, 18 buds, very fertile both ways. Rose lavender
with a purple eye. DF $30 SILENT AUCTION
21. Carl Sagan* (Curt Hanson, 2017) 5, 34, Sev, M, RE, 3-4 way branching, fertile both ways. (Sdlg x Parting of the Red Sea) A sign of
intelligent life in the universe, CARL SAGAN is an exceptional carved rich cosmic purple. These classy six inch broadly flaring
blossoms display precise delicate ribs in contrasting ivory. DF $100
22. Carnal Emporium* (Curt Hanson, 2014) 6, 43, Sev, EM, 4-5 branches, fertile both ways. (The Future of Desire X Spring
Sensation) A flower filled with a prurient passion CARNAL EMPORIUM inspires lustful abandon. These brilliant rose red blossoms
display a contrasting soft rose pink appliqué pattern encompassing a vivid green heart. The striking flat flowers are held on
stalwart erect scapes with ideal four and five way branching. DF $80 EARLY REGISTRATION PRIZE
23. Cat Got Your Tongue (Bret Clement, 2015) DIPLOID UF Cascade, 6, 42, Dor, M, 3 branches, 17 buds. (Eggplant Electricity ×
(Heavenly Mentor × Lola Branham)) Purple, darker eye, green throat, lighter edge. DF $60
24. Cat on Board (Bret Clement, 2015) DIPLOID UF Cascade, 8, 44, Dor, EM, 3 branches, 16 buds. (Damsel in Distress × Unseen
Evidence) Lavender, bluish lavender purple eye, white green throat. DF $70
25. Celtic Style* (Michael Bouman, 2018) 5, 32, Dor, M, 4 branches, 26 buds, easily fertile both ways. (Greek Effect X J.T. Davis)
Cream with a strong infusion of chartreuse, lighter grooved midribs, ruffled yellow edge, and a green throat. Plants are
impressive in the garden and the flowers have a luscious presence never lacking in green. $75 double fan
26. Cheap Sunglasses* (Karen Sherrill, 2017) 6.5, 26, Sev, EM, RE, 3 branches, 15 buds, fertile. Peachy cream with feathery magenta
eyezone, green heart that carries onto the sepals.. (Sweet as Honey × Mount Herman Intrigue) DF $75
27. Circumstantial Evidence (Bret Clement, 2015) DIPLOID UF Crispate and Spider. 8, 44, Dor, EM, 5 branches, 20 buds, fertile both
ways. ((Later Alligator × Starman's Fantasy) × Great Red Dragon) Red, gold to green throat. DF $75
28. Clamdigger Blues* (Michael Bouman, 2019) 5.5, 34, Sev, M, RE, wide 3-way branching, 20 buds, fertile both ways, (Footprints in
the Sand X Pleasing to the Eye). Fresh from the “blues workshop” comes this beach sand white daylily with a sandy lavender
eyezone and hemstitched double edge of lavender and beach sand. Yellow to green throat. DF $75

29. Cloudhunter* (Jim Fry, 2019) 6.5, 38, Dor, EM, 4-5 branches, 30 buds. (Bass Gibson X sdlg) Pink-yellow blend with yellow edge,
with tendrils, teeth, and ruffles. The throat is green to yellow. Winner of the 2018 Oscie Whatley seedling award.
30. Constant Stranger* (Michael Bouman, 2019) 5, 24, Dor, M, 5 branches, 25 buds, very fertile both ways, highly rust-resistant.
(Rings of Winder X Aliens in the Garden) Deep reddish purple bitone with lavender midribs and a consistent multi-colored
patterned eye. Vigorous and dependable plants. Excellent parent! DF $75
31. Contributing Editor* (Curt Hanson, 2015) 5, 36, Sev, EM, 4-5 way branching, fertile both ways. (Jack Kerouac X Alien Database)
Found on the pages of the Op-Eds, CONTRIBUTING EDITOR provides fascinating insights and fresh ideas on the unfolding story.
These inquisitive six inch flowers examine the halo pattern in fine detail. Clearly printed in an uncanny shade of lilac-chiffon thru
frosty-lavender. DF $150
32. Cool Nicole (Kathy Krattli, 2019) DIPLOID UF, 8, 43, Dor, EM, 4 branches, 20 buds, bud-builder. (Heavenly Hula Dancer X Flight of
Orchids) Every blossom shows a different personality! Delicate pink UF with plum eyezone and a large yellow to green throat.
Market pricing.
33. Crookwood Mule (Bret Clement, 2015) DIPLOID UF Crispate 7, 38, Dor, ML, 3 branches, 18 buds, fertile both ways. (Almost
Paradise X Sunny Son) Very rare reverse bitone in yellow with a small green throat. Outstanding form. DF $60
34. Crystal Castles* (Curt Hanson, 2016) 5, 43, Dor, EM, 6 branches, fertile both ways. (Blue Crane X Bemused by Color) CRYSTAL
CASTLES is a benchmark of clarity in shimmering tones of orchid blue lavender. These five inch blossoms are delicately
punctuated by a sparkling watermark pattern. Extremely fertile both ways. DF $150
35. Cuban Missile Crisis* (Curt Hanson, 2016) 5, 38, Dor, EM, 4-5 way branching, fertile both ways. (We Dare to Bare X Splendor in
the Grass) Urgently provocative, these exceptionally bright and clear red blossoms display an appliqué pattern tactfully
coordinated with a pleated triangular form. DF $100
36. Custom Upholstery* (Curt Hanson, 2018) 5, 38, 3-4 way branching, very fertile both ways. (Bass Gibson X Strawberry Alarm
Clock) Warm fawn pink ornately stitched in fancy gold thread work. DF $100
37. Dad’s Dress Whites* (Michael Bouman, 2019) 5, 29, EV, ML, easily fertile both ways. (Frostbite Falls X (Sherry Lane Carr x
Moment in the Sun)). Crisp, hardy, vigorous, consistent, dependable near white with a gold edge and a general infusion of
green. Named in honor of my late father’s service in the Navy in World War II. DF $75
38. Debra Jorgensen* (Dan Hansen, 2013) 6.5, 30, EV, E, RE, 4 branches, 20 buds, fertile both ways. (Mighty Hercules x sdlg) X
Tatsiana’s Day. Amber lavender pink with complex multi-colored and veined blue eye and edge. Another highly distinctive,
northern hardy daylily from Dan. $25 DF EARLY REGISTRATION PRIZE
39. DeGroovie* (Curt Hanson, 2014) 6, 36, Sev, M, 3-4 way branching, very fertile both ways. (Cobraskin Necktie X Feel the Groove)
Delightfully DeGROOVIE , this unique flower sets a new standard in contemporary sculptural forms. These innovative rich
lavender blossoms display a contrasting appliqué pattern in a deeply pleated throat. DF $200
40. Descartes Before the Horse (Bret Clement, 2019) Dip UF Crispate. 7, 32, Dor, EM, 4 br, 15 buds. (Bark At Me x (Wilson Spider x
North Wind Dancer)) Lavender with lighter edges and a light yellow green throat with dramatic spears of light extending up the
midribs. DF $100
41. Diva Dreams (Pete Harry, 2013) DIPLOID. 6.75, 26, Sev, EM, RE, 4 branches, 20 buds, fertile both ways. (Ghost Pattern x Green
Eyed Envy) Peach pink with a huge yellow green throat/eye covering at least 50% of the face. Wide segments. Grows 18” tall in
the Bouman garden. DF $150 EARLY REGISTRATION PRIZE
42. Divine Ballerina* (Michael Bouman, 2016) 6, 39, Dormant, Mid-late. 6 branches, typically down the scape, 27 buds, easily
fertile both ways. (Come Down O Love Divine X Ballerina on Ice) Heavily ruffled clear lemon yellow with minor sculpting on the
surface, recurved, with a small dark green throat and grooved cream yellow midribs. This takes a couple of seasons to establish,
but, oh brother, it will steal your heart when it does! One of my best intros! DF $75
43. Dragonfly on the Pond* (Karen Sherrill, 2018) 8, 26, Dor, ML, FR, 2 branches, 12 buds, fertile both ways. Dark mauve purple
with multi-colored bands of violet, purple, and blue; green pinched throat spilling onto the sepals. DF $100
44. Dream a Little Dream* (Patricia Ball, 2015) 6, 40, Sev, M, RE, 4 branches, 20 buds, fertile both ways. (Voices in the Dark X
Cosenza) Rose pink with lighter watermark and narrow white edge. DF $50 SILENT AUCTION
45. Early Morning Rain* (Michael Bouman, 2017) 5.5, 38, EV, Mid, 5 branches, 32 buds, pollen fertile. Medium lavender with a
cream watermark like a "pocketfull of sand" and a melodious ruffled cream edge. Homage to the great Canadian songwriter,
Gordon Lightfoot. $75 double fan SILENT AUCTION
46. Edinburgh* (Gil Stelter, 2013) UF Cascade, 10.5, 47, Dor, M, 3 branches, 10 buds. Fertile both ways and a clean, rustproof plant.
(John Karl Seager x Wings on High) X John Karl Seager. This elegant daylily’s blooms are a complex dark red violet, with white

midribs on the cascading petals, and a green yellow throat. The bud count per scape is relatively low, as is often the case with
large, spidery flowers, but the plant produces many scapes, resulting in spectacular clumps. DF $60
47. Enigma Code* (Curt Hanson, 2017) 6, 38, Sev, M, wide 4-5 way branching, very fertile both ways. (Hidden Cameras X No Man’s
Land) Lifting the veil of secrecy, the ENIGMA CODE deciphers the eye zone in lavender and orchid shadows. Consistently flat to
reflexed, these blossoms display a tastefully ornate gilded edge. The cryptographic flowers are presented on scapes with
exceptionally wide branching. DF $100
48. Falkor of Gascone* (Mary Gaskins, 2015) 6, 29, EV, E, RE, 4 branches, 30 buds, fertile both ways. (William Colby Jones X Sdlg)
Creamy white with black eye and edge above a very green throat. DF $60 SILENT AUCTION
49. First One Seen Today* (Jim Fry, 2015) 7, 36, Sev, M, 6 br, 25 buds. (Heman × Annette's Magic) Red petals with yellow midribs,
yellow gold edge with teeth and tendrils, sepals are scalloped, blended yellow and pink, throat is green expanding into yellow.
Winner of the Region 11 Hybridizer Award. Market pricing.
50. Flame of Gascone* (Mary Gaskins, 2015) 7, 30, EV, M, 4 branches, 30 buds, fertile both ways. (Merlot X Miss Scarlet) Saturated
deep red with gold edge. DF $75
51. Food for the Journey* (Bret Clement, 2016) UF Crispate, 7.5, 36, Dor, EM, 3 branches, 18 buds, fertile both ways. ((Spiderama x
Lavender Light) X Bali Watercolor) Lavender purple, green throat, lots of movement. DF $80
52. Four Score and Seven Cats Ago (Bret Clement, 2018) DIPLOID UF Crispate, 9.5, 51, Dor, M, 4 branches, 14 buds, pollen only.
(Ping Pong X ((Ferris Wheel x Holly Dander) x North Wind Dancer)) Reddish purple with an extended yellow green throat and a
white edge. Blooms for a long time. DF $100
53. Frame of Reference* (Curt Hanson, 2015) 5, 38, Sev, M, RE, ideal 4-5 way branching, fertile both ways. (Cobraskin Necktie X In
Taffeta Patterns) Depending on how you see it, this exquisite flower has either a pattern or a watermark. Regardless, FRAME OF
REFERENCE is a boldly articulated violet punctuated with a precise triangular appliqué pattern enclosed by a lighter watermark.
It’s an exceptionally consistent garden plant. DF $150
54. Freedom of Expression* (Curt Hanson, 2014) UF Cascade, 8, 36, Sev, M, 4 branches, fertile both ways. (Orchid Waterfall X John
Karl Seager) Unrestrained by the dictates of conformity, FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION dances to it’s own music. These narrow eight
inch free spirited lavender orchid flowers twist and flair with liberal abandonment. DF $50
55. Frieda Marie (Kathy Krattli, 2014) DIPLOID UF, 6.5, 36, Dor, ML, RE, 4 branches, 30 buds. (Tylwyth Teg x Lake Norman Spider) X
Karen Suzan) Light rosy red blooms with pink halo over yellow throat. Market pricing.
56. Glass Houses* (Curt Hanson, 2014) 5, 36, Sev, M, 4 branches, fertile both ways. (Seamless Panties X Chateau Belair) This
particularly clear and translucent orchid pink sets a new standard for pristine elegance. DF $150
57. Handsome Cowboy (Kathy Krattli, 2016) DIPLOID 8, 36, Dor, M, RE, 4 branches, 28 buds. (Redeemed Treasure X Witch’s Stick)
Deep burgundy blooms over star-shaped chartreuse throat. Market pricing
58. Hang Em High* (Curt Hanson, 2015) UF Cascade, 9, 56, Sev, E, 4 branches, fertile both ways. (Kinky Reggae X Inky Fingers) Rising
well above the angry mob, HANG ‘EM HIGH does it’s last dance in the early season. These dangling 9 inch flowers have long
petals which pinch and flair while the sepals twirl and twist. Well hung on very tall 56 inch scapes with three to four-way
branching. DF $100
59. Heavenly Hula Dancer (Kathy Krattli, 2013) DIPLOID UF, 7, up to 60, Dor, EM, candelabra branching, 25 buds. ((Tylwyth Teg x
Lake Norman Spider) x Rainbow Serpent) Cream-pink blend blooms with ruffly edges, yellow to green throat. Pinkest in cool
temperatures. Market pricing
60. Heavenly Sunrise* (Bill Waldrop, 2014) 7, 32, Dor, ML, 5 branches, 23 buds. (Summer Hymns x J.T. Davis) X Ram. Heavily
ruffled yellow self looks like the ultimate fulfillment of RAM’s promise. DF $50
61. Herds of Black Pianos* (Michael Bouman, 2015) 5, 29, EV, ML, 5-6 br, 21 bc. Branched down the scape. (Abbey Purple X Dakar)
Coal black purple with a red ring around a yellow to green throat. Red anthers. Herds of Black Pianos was an instant sellout and
it has taken several years to build up enough stock to offer it again. DF $100
62. Here Lies Jimmy Hoffa (Bret Clement, 2017) DIPLOID UF pinched crispate. 5.5, 36, Dor, M, RE!!!, 2 branches, 12 buds, easy
pods, rapid increase, loads of rebloom. (Summerduck X (Nuclear Meltdown x Taco Twister)) Yellow with a red eye. Buyers of
this cultivar can claim to have solved one of the greatest mysteries of our times. The name is inspired by visitors to my house
during the months when the daylilies are experiencing dormancy who see all my plant markers and comment "what is that, a
pet cemetery?" I experience very little consistent rebloom from year to year here in central Indiana, even with northern bred
cultivars that purport to be rebloomers. Here Lies Jimmy Hoffa is a consistent rebloomer for me which is important since the
rebloom makes for a long bloom season that more than makes up for its otherwise marginal bud count. HLJF is extremely pod
fertile (so pod fertile that I've never bothered to try its pollen), A fast increaser and a good parent for patterned daylilies. DF $85

63. Hotel Omar Yoma* (Curt Hanson, 2016) 5, 34, Sev, M, 4 branches, fertile both ways. (Sacco and Vanzetti X The Future of
Desire) Accommodating the jaded gardener with unexpected bohemian comfort, HOTEL OMAR YOMA invites frivolity and
laughter. These very reflexed and deeply pleated six inch bitone blossoms are a happy shade of poppy red with softly
contrasting peach cream sepals. DF $150
64. Ideological Worldview* (Curt Hanson, 2016) 5, 36, Sev, EM, 4 branches, fertile both ways. (Labyrinth of Solitude X Serenity Bay)
An exceptional smooth and blemish free shade of lavender thru orchid. These five inch blossoms are ornately edged in ivory
which compliments the large watermark pattern. DF $150
65. Imagine from Gascone* (Mary Gaskins, 2013) 6, 29, EV, E, RE, 4 branches, 28 buds, fertile both ways. (Tal of Gascone X Crazy
Ivan) Cream with an immense dark purple eye and edge. Heavily ruffled. DF $50 BAG AUCTION
66. Indigent Hobbit* (Bret Clement, 2017) 4.75, 33, Dor, EM, 3 branches, 28 buds, fertile both ways. (Crown of Creation X
Unknown [probably Forestlake Ragamuffin] Apricot peach with orange teeth and green throat. DF $125
67. It Abhors a Vacuum (Bret Clement, 2014) DIPLOID UF Pinched crispate, 7, 36, Dor, M, 2-4 branches, 15-17 buds, pod fertile,
pollen untested. (Talon X Brer Rabbit’s Baby) Mauve purple with a green throat. DF $55
68. It Stops at Garage Sales (Bret Clement, 2015) DIPLOID UF crispate, 8, 40, Dor, ML, 4 branches, 18 buds, fertile both ways.
(Regency Heights x (Purple Thunderbird x Mascara Snake)) Bright red with white midribs and a green throat. DF $75
69. It was a Trump and Stormy Night (Bret Clement, 2019) Dip UF Crispate, 7, 36, Dor, M, 4 br, 25 buds. (Chief Blackhand x Kachina
Firecraker) Burgundy purple with a yellow to green throat. DF $100
70. Its Lips are Moving (Bret Clement, 2013) DIPLOID 7.5, 52, Dor, E, 4 branches, 30 buds, fertile both ways. (Talon X Unseen
Evidence) Lavender purple with a split green throat. DF $55
71. Its Name’s the Same as Yours (Bret Clement, 2018) DIPLOID Spider 4.2:1, 7, 36, Dor, M, 4 branches, 22 buds, pods with effort,
pollen untested. (Toodleloo Kangaroo × Kindly Light Curls) Orange flesh and salmon brown reverse bitone with a brown purple
eye. DF $100
72. It’s Glad Cows Don’t Fly (Bret Clement, 2017) DIPLOID 5, 34, Dor, M, 3 branches, 15 buds, fertile both ways. (Later Alligator x
(Holly Dancer x North Wind Dancer)) Rose red with a pink watermark and a small green throat. High scape to fan ratio makes
for loads of blooms in a clump. DF $85
73. Jack O’Lantern Smile* (Will Marchant, 2014) 8, 27, Dor, EM, RE, 4 branches, 27 buds. (Ruckus X Heavenly Orange Blaze) Dark
orange with slightly darker eyezone and yellow teeth. DF $45 SILENT AUCTION
74. Kathy Bouman* (Curt Hanson, 2015) 6, 40, Sev, ML, 6 branches, fertile both ways. (Long Live Love X Still Morning Mist) A
modestly understated flower of calm serenity, KATHY BOUMAN is named in memory of a remarkable lady of deep spiritual
strength and keen intellect. Tastefully presented with unembellished elegance, these symmetrical gently reflexed five inch
flowers are a particularly demure soft fawn-pink with an ethereal blush eye. This exceptionally confident garden plant offers
ideally proportioned stalwart 40 inch scapes with wide five thru six-way candelabra branching. DF $100
75. Laguna Brava* (Curt Hanson, 2016) 6, 43, Dor, EM, 4 branches, fertile both ways. (Joe the Plumber X Dawn of Aquarius) Soft
orchid boldly patterned with a large triangular misty lilac watermark. Candelabra branching. DF $100
76. Lillian’s Lying Eyes* (Fred Manning, 2008) 5, 27, EV, M. Gorgeous scapes! (J.T. Davis x (Tet Siloam Ralph Henry x Tet Ultimate
Perfection)) X Sunday Sandals. Near white with multicolored fuchsia eye and fancy ruffled edge. This is the one you keep the
longest when you downsize a big collection. $50 SILENT AUCTION
77. Locomotion (Patti Waterman, 2015) DIPLOID, UF crispate cascade, 9, 37, Dor, EM, 4 branches, 26 buds, fragrant, fertile. (John's
Heritage X (Green Spider seedling x Pretzel Logic)) Deep purple blend with darker purple band extending down midribs; ruffled
curling twisting white-edged tepals, large green to yellow throat. DF $75
78. Logan Scott* (Paul Aucoin, 2009) 4, 25, Dor, M, 3 br, 15 buds. ((Marla Corts x Mildred Mitchell) x Tet. Dragon’s Eye) X
Spacecoast Dragon Prince. A glowing blend of yellow and tan with raspberry patterned triangular eye and matching edge. DF
$25 BAG AUCTION
79. Lunar Lincoln (Ann Redmon, 2018) DIPLOID UF Crispate cascade. 9, 60, Sev, ML, 6 branches, 22 buds. Clear lavender with a
white to green throat. Lightens to a pale lavender, curls and cascades as the day goes on. Very tall, strong scapes with great
branching. (Lee Reinke x Belladonna Starfish) x Scandinavia. $100
80. Magnet for Memories* (Subhana Ansari, 2015) 5.5, 27, EV, RE!!!, 3 branches, 15 buds. (Linda Sierra X Bit of Blue) Cream with
an intense blue violet eye and edge. Loads of scapes! DF $25 BAG AUCTION
81. Malcolm David Brooker, Senior* (Mal Brooker, 2006) 6, 30, Dor, M, 5 branches, 18 buds, fertile both ways. Near white with
golden shark tooth edge. (Forestlake Ragamuffin X (Tet Helena Louise x sdlg)) DF $30 SILENT AUCTION

82. Melanie Leigh* (Michael Bouman, 2019) 5, 27, Dor, E, 2 branches, 17 buds, fertile both ways, (Rock Solid X Bridgeton Finesse).
Cream with an oversize medium violet eyezone and a gnarly double edge of cream and violet above a gold to olive throat. Fine
looking plants! A clump is dense with scapes. $75
83. Michele Forever (Kathy Krattli, 2018) DIPLOID 8.5, 38, Dor, M, RE, 3 branches, 16 buds. ((Tylwyth Teg x Lake Norman Spider) X
Lovely Pink Lady) Soft pink blooms with darker pink veining on petals and outer edge of sepals. White midribs running from
large yellow to green throat and out onto petals giving a forked effect. Market pricing
84. Miss North Carolina* (Judy Davisson, 2012) UF spatulate cascade, 9.5, 39, Dor, M, 4 branches, 20 buds, fertile both ways. (Red
Headed Hussy X Reddy Freddy). Deep red self with stunning garden presence on a rustproof plant. DF $65
85. Nate the Great* (Karen Sherrill, 2018) 6, 28, Sev, Mid, RE, 2 br, 12 buds. Very rounded and ruffled pastel rosy red with a red
halo and edge outlined in a wire edge of yellow and a strong green throat. DF $125
86. Nine Tenths of the Law (Bret Clement, 2103) DIPLOID UF variable crispate, 7, 46, Dor, ML, 3 branches, 17 buds, fertile both
ways. (Sunny Son X Tall Order) Nine Tenths of the Law is a yellow self with a green throat. I think this seedling drank a small
dose of the Anthrazoid Lemonade. Much of the time the blooms take on an appearance like a cascading UF. However, a
significant minority of the blooms have a mind of their own exhibiting a variety of crispate forms. DF $60
87. O Comforter Draw Near* (Michael Bouman, 2015) 5, 27, Dor, M, 5 br, 24 buds, fertile both ways. Exquisite blushing cream self
with a scalloped edge of light yellow and a strong green throat. Great plant habit, great foliage. Best overall daylily in a seedling
crop of 1,500. (This Soul of Mine X Unknown) $75 double fan
88. Occupy Your Garden* (Curt Hanson, 2014) 6, 46, Sev, EM, 6 branches, fertile both ways. (Darla Anita X Women Seeking Men)
An improved Women Seeking Men for the early season, OCCUPY YOUR GARDEN offers a monumental plant for the landscape.
The six inch bright rose blossoms display a large fawn pink watermark and subtle crepe texture. Massive 46 inch scapes with five
and six way branching complete this garden gem. DF $100
89. Patagonian Sunset* (Curt Hanson, 2016) 6, 36, Sev, M, 4 branches, fertile both ways. (Waterfall Rainbow X Crintonic This
Perfect Moment) Striking and vibrant, PATAGONIAN SUNSET is a particularly clear shade of bright raspberry which is
highlighted with a large glowing green throat. These dramatic six inch reflexed, formal and round blossoms are gently pleated
and displayed on erect 36 inch scapes with wide three to four way branching. DF $80
90. Pause and Reflect* (Curt Hanson, 2018) 6, 26, Sev, EM, wide 3-4 way branching. (Life on Bajore X Unpredictable You) Admired
for it’s exceptional grace and satin finish PAUSE AND REFLECT inspires tranquility and reflection. This gently pleated and graceful
six inch blossom is a delicate polychrome thru green. DF $100
91. Piece of Sky* (Steve Moldovan, 2007) 5.5, 28, Dor, EM, 4 branches, 25 buds, fertile both ways. (Vertical Horizon X Digital
Imagery) Pink with a variable color lavender eye that is sometimes sky blue. This famous daylily was released posthumously
and brought $300 a plant after its release. Currently it is one of several good approaches to the best blue color. Performance is
said to be set back after division or transplant, but that is related to branching and bud count. $65 SILENT AUCTION
92. Pigment of Imagination (Richard Norris, 2008) Diploid. Color shifter! 5, 26, Dor, M, 15 buds, 2 branches. Red purple goes
through color changes during the day, with a stop at turquoise! AM 2015. DF $35 BAG AUCTION
93. Puppuccino Morning* (Michael Bouman, 2018) 6, 33, Dor, M, RE, 3 branches, 16 buds, fertile both ways, long bloom season
into VL, high resistance to rust. (Come Down O Love Divine X First Knight) Is it cream or is it palest yellow? It can be both in my
garden. What makes this special to me is the pacing of its rebloom period, overlapping initial bloom and keeping the flowers
coming until just about everything else has bloomed out. Flowers have a ruffled yellow edge and plants are beefy. DF $75
94. Ravishing Ruby (Patti Waterman 2017) DIPLOID, UF cascade, 6, 33, Dor, M, 2 branches, 17 buds, fragrant, fertile both ways.
(((Lovely Vision x Janice Brown) x (Classic Delight x Gabby Abby)) X Anam Cara) Rose-red ruffled UF cascade edged in white with
darker veining, white midribs, and a large grass-green throat blending into tepals and out onto the pistil and stamen; sends up
lots of scapes. DF $100
95. Receding Memory* (Michael Bouman, 2019) 5, 35, Dor, M, 4-5 way branching, 27 buds, fertile both ways. (Bridgeton Finesse X
Precious Candy) Cream pink with a lavender eye and a gnarly ruffled edge of lavender and yellow, the entire face covered in a
thin veil of green. Sturdy plants with distinctive flowers! $75 DF
96. Rogue Wave* (Curt Hanson, 2016) 7, 35, Dor, M, 4 branches, fertile both ways. (Mad River X Seamless Panties) Rolling in from
the depths of my lavender line, ROGUE WAVE sets a new standard in this color class. These large full formed, gracefully reflexed
and flaring flowers are a novel shade of lavender into blue. This exceptionally vigorous plant displays these striking blossoms on
scapes with wide branching. DF $150

97. Santuario* (Michael Bouman 2016) 6, 28, Dor, EM, 2 branches, 16-20+ buds, fertile both ways. (Vertical Horizon x Fantasy Eyes)
Near white with a riveting large deep violet eyezone and strong green throat. Violet picotee and more complex pattern on the
sepals. Vigorous grower, fine habit, proliferations. $75
98. Sara Lean and Tall (Kathy Krattli, 2018) DIPLOID UF, 7.5, 40, Dor, EM, RE, 3 branches, 20 buds. (Heavenly Hula Dancer X Flight of
Orchids) Soft pink blooms with a violet chevron eye above a yellow to green throat. Marked pricing.
99. Seamless Panties* (Curt Hanson, 2014) 6, 32, Sev, ML, 6 branches, easily fertile either way. ((Set the Style × Labyrinth of
Solitude) × (Inside Informer × (Truly Angelic × Labyrinth of Solitude))) This sensually formal, very smooth and gracefully reflexed
addition to the lingerie department offers a seductive choice for the late season. SEAMLESS PANTIES is a classic round and
ruffled blossom held on stalwart scapes with exemplary wide branching. DF $100
100. Sentimental Me* (Curt Hanson, 2017) 4, 30, Sev, M, 6 branches, fertile both ways. (Organized Chaos X Share a Little) This
darling ingenue is presented in delicate and feminine shades of soft pink. SENTIMENTAL ME is a cute four inch round and
symmetrical ruffled bitone flower that creates a fabulous show in the garden. DF $100
101. Sinister Variations* (Curt Hanson, 2015) 6, 30, Sev, EM, RE, 4 branches. (Unfolding Paradox X In Taffeta Patterns) Shrouded in
mystery and ambiguity, this flower bewitches your curiosity. SINISTER VARIATIONS is a surreptitious blend of frosty grapelavender with a deeper purple triangular eye pattern above a green throat. These covert and flat, triangular, reflexed, and gently
pleated flowers are held on stout scapes with wide branching. DF $60
102. Smug Indifference* (Curt Hanson, 2015) 5, 33, Sev, ML, 4 branches, fertile both ways. (Utopian Coastline X First Officers Log)
Decisively unpretentious, SMUG INDIFFERENCE is quietly expressed in subtle detail and beguiling pattern. These taciturn round
and reflexed flowers are stated in soft lavenders with a delicate orchid pattern enclosing a misty-lilac watermark. DF $80
103. Star Struck Cowboy (Kathy Krattli, 2017) DIPLOID UF, 7, 45, Dor, M, 30 buds plus many proliferations that often bloom.
(Heavenly Hula Dancer X Flight of Orchids) Red violet with large chartreuse to green star-shaped throat. Market pricing.
104. Stations of the Cross* (Bret Clement, 2016) 5, 44, Dor, M, 3 branches, 20 buds, fertile both ways. (Radar Love X Startle) Bright
red self with a pink watermark above a green throat. White picotee. DF $75
105. Sunrise Sunset Beautiful* (Jack Carpenter, 2005) 6.5, 26, Dor, M, RE, 5 branches, 40 buds, fertile both ways. (Red Loveliness X
Chinese Chariot) Red orange self with a large lighter watermark. DF $25 BAG AUCTION
106. The Great Society* (Curt Hanson, 2018) 7, 46, Sev, M, 4 branches, fertile both ways. (Ray Bortolussi X Pius Panties) In classic
polychrome splendor THE GREAT SOCIETY will not be denied its destiny. These formal round and extravagantly ruffled blossoms
are magnificently displayed on robust scapes with wide branching. DF $100
107. This Soul of Mine* (Michael Bouman, 2013) 6", 28", Dor, EM, 5 branches, 22 buds, fertile both ways. (Catalina X Virginia B.
Hanson) Ruffled pink alabaster with a gently reflexed surface; muted rouge halo and a silver lavender midrib above a yellow to
green throat. DF $50 SILENT AUCTION
108. Too Many Cats Spoil the Broth* (Bret Clement, 2019) 4.5, 26, Dor, EM, 3 br, 16 buds. (Huckleberry Candy x Unknown) Crisp
white with a cool weather pattern in the lavender eye with a thick outline of grape purple. Grape picotee and vibrant citrus
colors in the throat. DF $100
109. Topguns Apache Warpaint* (Bob Scott, 2011) Double 85%, 5, 24, Dor, M, 3 br, 15 buds, RE. Bicolor of clear, bright red and
yellow sepals. The petal will have a small gold edge in hot weather. The substance is very good. The colors stand out from a
distance. DF $40
110. Topguns Check Me Out* (Bob Scott, 2015) Double 100%, 5.5, 23, Dor, ML, 5 br, 20 buds, RE. The color is light red but the
prominent darker red veins in both the petals and sepals make this a special flower in my breeding program. The bold gold
border on the petals makes this flower truly stand out. There is also a darker red halo on the petals. DF $75
111. Topguns Drop Dead Pretty* (Bob Scott, 2017) 5.5, 28, Dor, ML, 5 br, 28 buds, RE. Red-orange, bi-color, with darker red veins,
with yellow sepals, and yellow-green throat. DF $100
112. Topguns Lavender Magic* (Bob Scott, 2018) 6, 30, Dor, ML, Double 80%, 3 br, 15 buds, RE. Lavender pink color that by
midseason only covers the petal edges and the rest of the petal is a huge yellow throat. DF $150
113. Topguns Smoking Hot* (Bob Scott, 2014) Double, 5.5, 24, Dor, ML, RE, 5 br, 20 buds. Fire engine red and yellow bicolor with a
yellow edge on the ruffled petals. Very bright flower visible long-distance! DF $75
114. Topguns Tequila Nightmare* (Bob Scott, 2018) 5.5, 36, Dor, M, 7 br, 28 buds, fertile both ways. Medium red and rose yellow
bicolor with a yellow edge on the petals, and a green throat. Many flowers have an extra petal. Stands out in the garden. DF
$75

115. True Fine Woman* (Michael Bouman, 2016) 5, 26, Dormant, Mid-late. 6 branches, 29 buds, fertile both ways, easy pods.
Smooth lavender cream with periwinkle blue eye outlined reddish violet and a ruffled double edge of reddish violet and
lavender. "Citrus medley" throat of orange, yellow, and green. Very nicely composed! DF $75
116. Two Cats Shy of a Full Load (Bret Clement, 2014) DIPLOID 6.5, 38, Dor, E, 4 branches, 24 buds, fertile both ways. ((Talon x
Boog's Woogie) x ((Prague Spring x Rosy Lights) x The Magnificat)) Light purple self with a darker eye and green throat. One of
the earliest narrow formed diploids to bloom in my beds, Two Cats Shy of a Full Load has a long bloom season. The outside point
of the eye is consistently lighter in shade than the rest of the eye, a trait that I don't recall seeing very often. DF $70
117. W. Mike Howell* (Paul Aucoin, 2008) UF Cascade, 7, 27, EV, M, 4 branches, 25 buds. Ruby red self. $DF 25 BAG AUCTION
118. Whiskers on Kittens (Patti Waterman, 2016) DIPLOID 5, 26, Dor, EM, RE!, 4 branches, 24 buds, very fertile both ways. ((Lovely
Vision x Janice Brown) X Gabby Abby). Lovely red veined reverse bitone with prominent darker eye, white-edged ruffles, white
on midribs, fragrant, recurved; blooms as a polytepal about 10% of the time, sometimes as single blooms, other times in large
bouquets on strong well-branched scapes. DF $100
119. White Eyes Pink Dragon* (Jamie Gossard, 2006) UF crispate, 8.5, 38, Dor, M, FR, 5 branches, 25 buds, fertile both ways.
(Cameroons Twister X Webster’s Pink Wonder) Rose pink with lighter watermark. DF $25 BAG AUCTION
120. Wine Spectator* (Michael Bouman, 2017) 5.5, 47, Dor, EM, RE, 5 branches, 24 buds, easily fertile both ways, three sets of
scapes. (San Picked Me X Shaka Zulu) Ruffled deep burgundy with a lighter watermark. You won't have trouble seeing the wine
from this height! A scape factory with great scape density in the clump. Healthy and vigorous. $75 DF
121. X Ray Eyes* (Curt Hanson, 2017) 6, 36, Sev, M, RE, 3-4 way branching, very fertile both ways. (Hidden Cameras X Wikileaks)
These flat ivory white blossoms display a large misty blue eye with precise clarity. DF $150
122. Young Hearts* (Karen Sherrill, 2018) 5.5, 30, EV, Mid, 4 br, 23 buds. Red with gold toothy to ruffled edge and a green throat.
DF $125
123. Your Warming Embrace* (Michael Bouman 2016) 6, 33, Dor, M, RE, 4 branches, 35 buds, easily fertile both ways. (((Betty
Warren Woods x Persimmon Punch) x Butter Cream) X Pearl Harbor) Glowing golden orange with a ruffled orange edge. DF $75
SILENT AUCTION

